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BIBLIOGRAPHY

CURRENT LITERATURE ON AVIATION

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS


Discusses trans-continental air services.


Cherington, Paul W. Airline Price Policy; A Study of Domestic Airline Passenger Fares. Boston, Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University, 1958. 471p. $7.50.


Thesis—Princeton University.
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PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Series of six articles dealing with air freight operations over the North Atlantic, the American domestic air freight market, and the problems of air freight in Europe.


**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


Discusses case of Philippson v. Imperial Airways, Ltd.


*Outer Space.* Women Lawyers Journal, Fall 1958; 44: 8, 10.

Statements adopted by the National Association of Women Lawyers.


Also includes comments by Professor Oliver Lissitzyn and others, p. 242-252.
**Symposium on Space Law. JAG Journal, Feb. 1959: 3-36.**
Includes "United States Foreign Policy and the Development of Law for Outer Space," by Loftus Becker; "Space Above the Seas," by John Cobb Cooper; and "The Nations and the Firmament; the World Organization in Man's Quest for Outer Space," by Sir Leslie Knox Munro.

"Aircraft": p. 64, 67.

**United Nations Establishes Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.**
Comprises statements made in debate by Henry Cabot Lodge and the text of resolution adopted in plenary on December 12, 1958.

**FOREIGN ARTICLES**

**Air France; un réseau de 300,000 Km, par Jean Grampaix. Aviation magazine, Mar. 1, 1959; No. 170: 13-17.**


**L'IATA et le transport aérien internationale; les conférences de trafic, par V. de Boursac. Revue générale de l'air, No. 3, 1958; 12: 224-235.**


**Viktigare rymdrättslig Litteratur (selection of space law essays), av Kurt Grönfors. Astronautik, No. 2, 1958; 1: 78-80.**